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The Pendulum

The pendulum is the basic
structure leading to a transition
to chaos.
The energy of the pendulum has the
form
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H = p2 +! cos "( ) = E

where p is the angular momentum
and ! is the  angular displacement
from equilibrium.
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Chaos in the Double Pendulum





Quantum Mechanics

•Cesium atoms, cooled to a temperature of 0.0000004
Kelvin, behave like WAVES.

•The dynamics of the photon-atom “soup” formed by the
interacting laser beam/atom system has a symmetry
(discrete time translation invariance) that allows
conservation of energy (called quasi-energy) of the
laser/atom system.

•The laser/atom system has 12 quasi-energy states for
which the for which the cesium atoms lie in the chaotic
region of phase space.



Energy levels of laser-atom states in the chaotic region.
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At energy level avoided crossings, states can interchange character
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Initial state

At energy level avoided crossings, states can interchange character

(a) #=1.5,  (b) #=4.5
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 Equation for time evolution of state of each cesium atom.

(Schrodinger equation)

Energy function for each cesium atom in laser field

Quantum state of each cesium atom in laser field

Twelve quasienergy STATES denoted

� 

!" with $=1,2,….,12

Twelve quasienergy VALUES denoted

� 

E! with $=1,2,….,12

Average momentum (measured in experiment)

Only those quasienergy states which overlap in phase space with
the initial state of the cesium atoms can participate in the time 
evolution of the cesium atom cloud.



Initial state
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CONCLUSIONS

Particles can behave like waves!

They can undergo wave-like oscillations in phase
space similar to those you hear when you tune your
guitar.


